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Aesrnecr
Large single crystals of synthetic emerald have been grown by both hydrothermal and
molten flux techniques. The synthetic hydrothermal emeralds are of excellent quality com-

reviewed, and distinctions outlined. The origin of an emerald, natural, synthetic flux, or
synthetic hydrothermal, can be defined by determination of characteristic properties.

hgrnonucrroN
Renewedinterest in synthetic emerald during the last severalyears has
been evidenced by an increasein the number of discussionsin the technical literature and by the appearanceof severalnew synthetic emeralds
on the market. The upsurgeof activity in the area of synthetic emerald
appearsto be due both to its utility as a gemstoneand its reporteduse as
a solid state maser crystal (Goodwin, 1961).Researchreported here has
been concernedwith the growth of synthetic emeraldsby both molten
flux and hydrothermal techniques. This paper describes the characteristics of the synthetic emeraldsgrown in this Laboratory as well as a comprehensive review and characterization of the synthetic emeralds now
available commercially.
Hrsronrcar- RBvrew
Since the times of Geber many scientific investigations have been conducted for aestheticand pecuniary reasons.Like the diamond, emerald
has been the object of many attempted syntheses.The earliestreport of
the synthesisof emerald is that of Ebelman (1s48) who obtained small
hexagonalprisms by heating powdered natural emerald in fused boric
acid. More successfulexperimentsby Hautefeuille and Perrey (1888,
1890) resulted in the growth of emerald prisms 1 mm in length from
molten lithium molybdate or lithium vanadate containing the dissolved
oxides at 800oc. Traube (1894) reported the crystallization of colorless
beryl prisms by heating a gel, of the composition Be3Al2sisOrs'XHzO,
I Present address: Union Carbide Research Institute, Tarrytown, Nelv York.
z present address:Division of Applied Mineralogy, C.S'I'R.O., Melbourne, Australia,
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which he preparedfrom BeSOa,AIs(SOr)s,and sodium metasilicate,with
anhydrousboric acid (boron trioxide).
The r' G. Farben-rndustrie conducted experimental work on the synthesis of emerald at Bitterfeld during the period rgrr to 1942. small
scale production of synthetic emerald crystals was achieved. These were

Synthetic emeralds have been manufactured in the united states for
about 20 years by c. F. chatham using a processwhich has not been revealed. However, physical properties suggest that the crystals are selfnucleated and grown from a molten flux.
At the Mineralogical rnstitute in Frankfurt, Nacken grew emerald
crystals by a hydrothermal processusing weakly alkaline solutions containing BeO,AlrOs, and SiOz in 30 cma autoclaves at 320-400.C (van
Praagh, 1947; Webster, 1962). More recently Linares et at (1962) and
Lefever et al (1962) have shown that beryl crystals can be grown from a
variety of molten fluxes. A fusion processwas suggestedby the results of
Amstutz and Borloz (1935) who reported the crystalization of emerald
by dropping a powder mixture of BeF2, BeO, AlzOg,and SiOzonto a seed
crystal contained in an electric furnace. Gentile et al (1963) recently
claimed the flame fusion synthesis of emerald. A photograph shows a
boule section coated with mullite yet the authors claim, without presenting any evidence, that emerald melts congruently. Miller and Mercer
(1965) in a recent study of the melting relationships of beryl confirm
that it melts incongruently, and that all attempts to crystallize beryl
from a melt or glasswere unsuccesful.Growth of singrecrystar beryl and
emerald from its melt at high temperature and pressurehas been reported
by wilson (1965). Emel'yanova et al (1965) describethe hydrothermal
growth of single crystal beryl containing V, Mn, Co and Ni, on a natural
beryl seed plate at 600oC,1500 atmospheres,from solutions of HBBOB
and NazBEOz.
Two more synthetic emeralds have recently become available commercially' one, referred to as the Gilson emerald, is manufactured by
Pierre Gilson, Pas de Calais, France and is unquestionably grown from a
molten flux. Another, synthesizedby w. zerlass of rdar oberstein, is believed by Gubelin (1964) to be grown hydrothermally. However, we beIieve it is also g.rown from a molten flux. properties of these emeralds
have been describedby Liddicoat (1964), Schlossmacher(1963), Gubelin
(1964), and webster (1964). A processfor coating preformed cut stonesof
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beryl, which is believed to be hydrothermal, was developedby J' LechIeitner in Austria. These stoneshave been referred to as "Emerita" ir.nd
for a short period,were marketed in the U. S' by Union Carbide Corporation, Linde Division, as a natural beryl stone overgrown with synthetic
emerald.(Holmes and Crowningshield,1960).
Research on the synthesis of emerald initiated at Linde several years
ago has culminated in a processfor hydrothermal growth of large, single
crystals of high-quality emerald.l

Frc. 1. Synthetic emeralds grown from Limolybdate flux. As-grown tabular hexagonal
1'13 ct''
prism crystal, 8.5 ct., 0.5/6 Cr. Faceted stone, lens-cut crown, step-cut pavilion,

0.09te Cr.
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growth rate in the c-axis direction, a seed plate cut I to the c-axis was
normally used resulting in a hexagonal prism shaped crystal. Chromium
concentration varied from 0.05 to 1.4/6 Cr.
The hydrothermal emeralds are initially grown on a natural aquamarine or beryl seedplate. The new growth is cut from the seedplate and
used subsequently as a seedplate for the synthetic emerald. The growth
process results in tabular shaped crystals bounded by dipyramid and
prism faces. Crystals as large as 17 carats have been grown. Faceted

t,

Frc. 2. Syrrthetic
hydrothermal
emeralds.
As-growncrystals,2.52,6.77and.11.42carats.
Faceted
stones,
step-cut,
0.38,1.5and3.3ct.
emeralds cut from the hydrothermal rough stones show unusually high
optical quality and excellent color, leading to a high degreeo{ brilliance.
The chromium level is easily varied in the processand emeralds containing from O.2-I.27o Cr have been grown. For gem purposes0.24.470
Cr seems to result in the most aesthetically pleasing color. Several asgrown crystals and faceted stones aie shown in Figure 2.
Pnopnnrres
Detailed characterization of the hydrothermal emeralds and fluxmelt
emeralds grown from lithium molybdate, Iithium tungstate and vanadium pentoxide in this Laboratory was carried out. In addition, several
other emeralds were examined. These include: a natural Colombian
emerald prism, as-grown Chatham emerald prisms, two Gilson emeralds,
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and severalLechleitner emeraldproducts, "Emerita" composedof a natural beryl seed with a thin overlay of synthetic emerald, the recent
beryl-emeraldwafer composite,and a fully snythetic emeraldobtained as
an experimental sample from Lechleitner in 1962. Characterization of the
emeraldsfrom this Laboratory includesoptical and density properties,Xray diffraction and infrared spectra, fluorescencecharacteristics,and
chemical composition.
Telr-r

1. Suulrlnv

ol Oprrcl.r aml DBNsrtv Dlr.c. lon SvNrnBtrc ElrBnalo
Refractive index

Producer

Birefringence

and method

Linde, hydrothermal emerald (0 3 1.2o/oCr)
I-inde, hydrothermrl beryl, colorless
Lechleitner, hydrothermal

gravity

1.571-1.578 | 566-1.572 0 005-0 006 2-67-2 69
266
0006
1 563
1 .569

(a) emerald-coated
(pale green)

natural

beryl

(1962)

t 5 8 2 - 1 5 8 6 1 5 7 7 - 1 5 8 0 0 005-0 006

(b) emerald-coated
(deeper green)

natural

beryl

(1964)

1 5 8 6 1 . 5 9 7 1 580-1 587 0 0 0 6 0 0 1 0

(c) fully synthetic emerald (1962)
(d) iully synthetic beryl-emerald composiie (196,1)
Linde, flur, Li-molybdate (0 2 0.57o Cr)
V r O r( 0 . 5 - 1 . 5 % C r )
VzOrno Cr
Li-tungstate (tok lCr)
Gilson, yellow-green color
Gilson, blue-green color (method not disclosed)
Chatham (method not disclosed)
*Zerfass (method not disclosed)
*LG Farben, flux, Li-molybdate (Igmerald)

Specific

| 577
I . 567-1 . 573
1 .564
1'564-1 572
1.563
1 564 1 570
1 564
1 567
1..562-1.564
1 562
l-562

1 571-1572
1 562 1 567
1 56i
1 561 1-562
1 560
1 561-1 564
1 561
1.562
1 5 5 9 - 1. 5 6 1
1 558
1. . 5 5 9

0 005-0 006
0 005-0 006
0 003
0 003-0 005
0 003
0 003 0 006
0003
0 005
0.003
0 003 0 00,1
0 003

n.d.
nd.
2 67-2 69
2.61-2 69
2 64-2.65
2 65-2.66
2 6+-2 65
2 65-2 67
265
2.65
2.65
2.66
2.65

* Data given by E. J. Gubelin (1964)

Densi,tyand,optical properties.Densities of hydrothermal and flux emerald
were determinedby hydrostatic weighingof crystals having weights between 0.5 and 2.0 grams (Table 1). Of more interest to the practicing
gemmologist are perhaps the relative densitiesof synthetic emerald from
different sources(Table 2). These values were determined by floating in
bromoform small chips of each specimen,gradually diluting with toluene,
and observing the individual sinking points. Two test pieces cut from
larger crystalswhosedensitieswere determinedby hydrostatic weighing,
served as useful indicators. The refractive indices were determined on
either faceted stonesor small chips with polishedsurfaces'using a standard Rayner refractometerand a sodium light source(Table 1). The refractive indices determined ior qtartz (rock crystal) were found to average 0.002 too low, so this correctionfigure was added to all subsequent
readings.
Before discussing the results it would be advantageous to consider
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what factors might affect the density of beryl and emerald. Recent
studies on the chemicalcompositionsof natural beryls by Bakakin and
Belov (1962) and Schalleret al, (1962) have been in agreementthat the
octahedralpositions occupiedby AI in the beryl structure may be substituted for by Cr, Fe8+,Fe2+,Mg and Li; alkali and alkaline earth ions
occupy the centers of the Si6O1srings and water moleculeslie centrally
between the SioOrerings in the plane of the Al and Be ions. The extent
and exact manner of substitution occurring in the tetrahedral positions
occupied by Be and Si is still a matter of controversy. The stuffing of the
Teerr 2. Rnr,trrve Dnxsmrs ol SvmurerrcElronnr.o.ls DrrrnlrrNEnev
Succnssrvr SrNrrxcs tN Bnouononu ty Gnenuar, Drr,utroN
wrrrl TolunNn
Material
Linde, VzOaberyl, no Cr
Linde, Li-molybdate emerald
Quartz, rock crystal
Gilson emerald, blue-green
Gilson emerald, yellow-green
C h a t h a m e m e r a l d , f l a w l e s sp r i s m s
Linde, VzOsemerald, 1/61 Cr
Linde, Li tungstate emerald, l7o+ Cr
Linde hydrothermal colorless beryl
Linde hvdrothermal emerald, 0 30/6 Cr
Linde hydrothermal emerald, 0.6o/s Cr
Linde hydrothermal emerald, O.816Cr
Lechleitner beryl-emerald composite (a)
Linde hydrothermal emerald, 1.2/o Cr
Lechleitner beryl-emerald composite (b)
Lechleitner fully synthetic emerald (1962)
Natural aquamarine test piece
Calcite rhomb

Density

2.651

2.678

2.688

2.7ro

channelsin the beryl structure with alkali ions and water moleculesis the
major cause of the variation in refractive index and density of natural
beryl and emerald. With the synthetic material the situation at present is
slightly different. It can be safely assumedthat synthetic emeralds are
grown in one of two media, anhydrous molten flux or hydrothermal solutions. Emeralds grown from the latter media will henceforth be termed
hydrothermal emeralds, and from the former, flux emeralds.
The density and refractive index of synthetic emeralds will, like the
natural material, be dependent on the amount of impurity ions and moleculesthey contain and these are likely to be characteristicof the difierent
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methods of synthesis used. Since the successfulexperiments of Hautefeuille and Perrey (1S8S),emerald has been repeatedlygrown in anhydrous, alkali-rich, heavy metal-oxide molten fluxes and more recently,
probably limited to the last decade,hydrothermally grown emerald has
been produced commercially. The possibility of synthetic emerald having
its channels stuffed with alkali ions or water moleculesis thus quite as
probable as it is for pegmatitic beryls. However, analysesof many emeralds grown from anhydrous Li-molybdate (Table 5) and tungstate fluxes,
show that the LLO valuesare quite low, (0.05 percent; Mo rangesfrom
0.08 to 0.18percent.Impurity concentrationsat theselevelscan probably
all be attributed to flux inclusions in the crystal rather than ionic substitution. Not all synthetic emeralds have such a low level of impurities
however. For example, an early analysis of Chatham emerald by Rogers
and Sperisen (1942) lists the following minor components: CrzOs2.00,
C a O 0 . 7 3 ,M g O 0 . 1 0 , K 2 O 0 . 2 1 ,N a 2 O0 . 5 6 ,H r O ( L O I ? ) 0 . 1 4 ,T i O 2 0 . 0 5
wt./6. The high (for Chatham emerald) refractive indices of c,r:1.578,
e:1.573 and density 2.667are what might be expectedfor this chromium
level. It would be interesting to know the distribution of the alkali and
alkaline earth ions between flux inclusions and channel positions.
The unknown acidic component of the flux has not been identified,
but traces of Mo detected by emission spectrographanalysis in this
Laboratory suggesta molybdate. Gem quality Chatham emerald has
much lower chromium (<t%) and impurity levelsresultingin somewhat
lower and fairly constantrefractiveindicesand density (Table 1).
Appreciable substitution of alkalies in a gem quality (low Cr) flux
emerald would certainly raise the refractive index and density into the
range of alkali-free hydrothermal (hydrated) emerald or even natural
emerald (Table 1). However, such a problem of identificationhas not yet
presented itself as the synthetic emeralds of undisclosed processesof
manufacture aiz., Chatham, Gilson and Zerfass, all have the lowest refractive indicesand density (Table 1). The higher density valuesrecorded
for hydrothermal emerald cf. flux emerald are readily explained by the
water content of 1 to 2 percent. If one takes as a convenientreference
point the density of 2.650for anhydrousberyl, the effect of water, chromium and alkali substitution on the density may be calculated assuming
constancy in lattice dimensions (Table 3). The increasein density due to
Cr substitution will probably be less than calculated due to slight expansions of the unit cell. It may be seenthat for the limited range of Cr levels
requiredfor gem quality emerald (0.24.5%) there is at presentno overlap between the density values for emerald grown from anhydrous fluxes
and that of hydrothermal origin.
A clue that may be helpful in identifying the maker of a faceted syn-
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Tenr,u 3. Calcur,erBo DnNsrrms on Bravr nNo Eurnell
Calculateddensitiesof beryl containing variousamountsof Cr substituting for Al and
watermolecules
in the channels,cell dimensions
assumed
constant.
Material
Beryl, Be3Al2Si6O13,
anhydrous, no Cr
Beryl, with 0.2 wt. 0/6Li-moiybdate flux inclusion
Beryl, anhydrous, with 0.5o/oCr
Beryl, anhydrous, r,vith l.llp Cr
Beryl, with 1.0% water, no Cr
Beryl, with 2.0t/6 waLer, no Cr
Beryl, with | 016 water, *0.57o Cr
Beryl, with 1.0/6 water lLOTo Cr
Beryl, with 2.0/6 water t0.5/6 Cr
Beryl, with 2.01s water *1.07a Cr
Lithium beryl (Na) . BezAl.AlLi.Si6Ols anhydrous
(Liro 2.777a, Nazo 5.797o)

Density

2.650t
2.651
z.oJl

2.664
2.667
2.704
2.684
2.691
2. 7 1 1
2.7t8
2.753

1 Assumed density of ideal anhydrous
beryl.

thetic emerald is the angle the table facet makes with the ,-axis of the
crystal. Different orientations result from the different habits of emerald
crystals grown hydrothermally and from a flux, and due to the probability that the table facet is most often cut parallel with the crystal face
having the largest area in order to get the maximum size stone from a
given crystal, as well as to avoid having color bands intersecting the
crown of the stone.
Flux emeralds are frequently grown on basal seed plates resulting in
tabular crystals with hexagonal or dihexagonal prism edges. Faceted
stones are usually cut with the table parallel to the basal pinacoid and
will show no dichroism when viewed perpendicular to the table, e.g., Gilson and Linde flux emerald.Chatham emerald,on the other hand, is produced as aggregatesof hexagonalprisms with flat terminations. Since the
crystals tend to be somewhat elongated along the c-axis there will be a
high probability that stoneswill be cut with the table paralleling a prism
face, as with natural emerald, and will show strong dichroism through the
table. Linde hydrothermal emerald is grown on seedplates inclined at an
angle to the crystallographic axes.The rough crystals are tabular parallel
to two opposing dipyramid faces and are bounded by first- and secondorder prism faces;the basal pinacoid is always present but very small and
a second-order dipyramid is occasionally developed (Fig. 2). So far,
faceted stones have been cut with the table parallel to the first order
pyramid which makes an angle of 60o with the c-axis. Distinct dichroism
is seen through the table.
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Incl,usi.ons.Examination under high magnification (X400) of the twophase inclusions present in Linde emerald grown from anhydrous fluxes
shows them to be minute cavities filled with solidified flux containing a
gasbubble. The Li-molybdate flux is usually in the form of a glass,i.e., it
is isotropic,and hencesuperficiallyappearsto be a liquid. However, the
refractive index is readily shown to be much greater than the enclosing

flux grownemerald,
in Li-molybdate
of inclusions
Fro. 3. Photomicrograph
150X.
sectionll to thec-axis,
emerald. The boundary of the cavity stands out in high relief as does
that of the enclosedgas bubble (Fig.3). In some of the larger inclusions
the glassis partly recrystallized to acicular crystals having a high refractive index and birefringence.The molybdate glassfrequently showsirregular tension cracks, particularly if crystallization has started at one end
of the inclusion. The glass appears almost colorlesslhowever, any faint
color would be obscuredby the greenof the enclosingemerald.Glassand
recrystallized flux of similar appearancewere observed in the two-phase
inclusions in Chatham, Gilson and Nackenl emeralds. The synthetic emerald "Igmerald" of I. G. Farben-Industrie was also grown from Li-molybdate flux (Eppler, 196l), hence glass-filledcavities should be present
in these specimens. No samples of Igmerald or Zerfass emeralds were
available for examination.
I Only one small prism of Nacken emerald of doubtful authenticity
examination.

was available for
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Li-tungstate flux emerald similarly contains cqlorless glass-filled inclusions, which have exceptionally high relief. Only very minor recrystallization to an acicular phase, having strong birefringence, was observed.
Vanadium pentoxide crystallizesas orange-brownneedleshaving re-

Fro. 4. Photomicrograph of wisp- or veil-Iike inclusions in V2O5 flux-grown
emerald. Basal section, 150\.

fractive indices ol 1.46, 1.52, 1.76 (orthorhombic).Light absorption by
the flux inclusionsin Vzor emerald is so strong that crystals much thicker
than 1 to 2 mm are almost opaque, henceit is doubtful if any gem quality
emerald will be encounteredgrown from this flux. The inclusions consist
predominantly of recrystallized VzOr which is readily identified by its
acicular habit, orange-brown color, high refractive index and strong
birefringence. The typical wisp or veil-like pattern of inclusions lying
along curved surfacesis shown in Figure 4. Some of the very fine, transparent filaments and blebs of flux are isotropic, while adjacent flux in-
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clusionsof the same size may be birefringent, hence it appearsthat a
small amount of the flux is present as glass.Although VzOsdoesnot form
a glasswhen pure, it is known to do so when containingsmall amounts of
dissolvedmaterial (Weyl and Marboe, 1960)'The minute sizeof the individual flux particles (-19-to gm) would also favor glass formation on
cooling from the melt.
The two-phaseinclusionspresent in synthetic hydrothermal emerald
consistof aqueousfluid and a gas bubble (Fig' 5). They are usually con-

Fro. 5. Photomicrograph of 2-phase inclusions consisting of liquid and gas, in synthetic hydrothermal emerald,400X. Irregular shaped voids. Elongated tubeJike cavities.

centratedat interfacesassociatedwith interrupted growth periods.Their
appearanceis similar to the two-phaseinclusions seenin natural emerald.
The refractive index of the fluid is closeto that of water and the degreeof
relief shown by the cavity wall is noticeablylower than if the filling were
a densemolybdate glass(Fig. 3). The Becke line test immediately shows
the isotropic filling of the cavity to have a lower refractive index than the
host. A lower refractive index recording for an isotropic filling should not
be consideredas an infallible test for hydrothermal emerald. It may be
possibleto grow emerald from anhydrous fluxes that on solidifying form a
glass or isotropic crystals having a refractive index less than emerald.
However, such emeralds have not yet been encountered. In most cases
the bubble in the fluid inclusion is rather large and elongated along a
tubelike cavity (Fig.5b). With a heating or cooling stage one could
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readily distinguish between a cavity filled with isotropic flux or aqueous
fluid when the filling has a lower refractive index than emerald. Tension
cracks may sometimes be seen in a glass filling and grain boundaries
might be detectablein crystalline isotropic material.
A peculiarity of the two-phase inclusions in synthetic emerald are the
cuneiform growth funnels which often start at their widest end on crys-

Fro. 6. Photomicrograph of cuneiform growth funnels initiating from crystal inclusions rn
VsOs flux-grown emerald, 150X.

talline inclusions of some other mineral. The growth funnels taper gradu a l l y t o a p o i n t a n d t e n d t o p a r a l l e lt h e c - a x i so f t h e c r y s t a l ( F i g . 6 ) . A n
examination of both flux and hydrothermal emeralds has shown that
thesecuneiformopeningsdevelopmost readily when growth is started on
a seedplate inclined at an angle to the crystallographicaxes.One reason
for using seedplates cut parallel to the basal plane for flux growth of emerald is to avoid this tvpe of defect which in its worst form results in
multiple acicular growth along the c-axis.Hydrothermal emeralds,however are normally grown on seedplates inclined at an ir,ngleto the crystallographic axeshence the cuneiform openings are often present. Acicu-
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Iar growth develops less readily in the hydrothermal medium than in a
molten flux. The observanceof cuneiform openings in an emerald is thus
not sufficient evidence alone to indicate a hydrothermal origin as suggestedby Gubelin (1964).
The most common crystalline inclusion in synthetic emerald is phenacite which is recognizedby its habit of usually elongate,colorlesshexa-

tl .;...:.'.,,.:$t
r:j!li{t'
rr,

t i'il i t'

Fro. 7. Photomicrograph of phenacite inclusions in synthetic hydrothermal emerald, 400X.

gonal prisms terminated by rhombohedralfaces,and its slightly higher
refractive index comparedto emerald. It occurs as isolated crystals and
also in larger crystalline aggregatesfrequently localized along a plane.
Both Linde flux and hydrothermal emeraldscontain occasionalphenacite
inclusions(Fig. 7).
A different type of crystalline inclusion that may be encountered in
synthetic emeraldis the seedplate inclusion.Hydrothermal emeraldsare
grown on seedplateswhich may be cut from natural beryl or aquamarine.
The natural beryl is quite compatiblewith the hydrothermal medium zrnd
suffersno changein physical properties,as might be concludedfrom examination of a Lechleitner emerald overlay on beryl. In order to get a
fully synthetic emerald, once the emerald has grown to a reasonable
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thicknesson the natural beryl seedplate, two platesof synthetic emerald
are sawn free from the natural seedand serveas synthetic seedplatesfor
further growth. A slight color change may sometimesbe visible between
the synthetic seed plate and new emerald growth when the stone is observed in a Iiquid of like refractive index.
Flux emerald may be grown initially on seed plates of heat-treated
aquamarine as a means of producing synthetic anhydrous emerald seed
plates for further production, or by spontaneousnucleation and growth in
crystalline aggregateswith survival of the fittest being the rule. In the
latter casethe emeraldsshow no color banding due to a seedplate, but if
they have had an interrupted growth history they may show banding
parallel to the hexagonalprism and basal facesof the crystal.
Gilson and Lechle'itnerernerald.Two Gilson cut stones weighing 0.9 and
1.3 carats were examined,one being a yellowish-greencolor, the other
bluish green. In both, the table facet was parallel to the optic plane. The
dichroismwas as follows: 6 : yellowish-greenin both; €: greenin yellowish-greenstone,e: bluish-greenin the other. The larger stonehad a dense
concentration of phenacite crystals and crystalline aggregateson a plane
traversing the stone at the girdle and isolated phenacite prisms randomly
distributed elsewhereat low concentration. Veils were abundant above
and below the girdle plane and were composed of elongated tubelike
flux inclusions.The veils intersected the girdle plane at a steep angle and
the flux inclusions,from one veil to the next, tended to be concentratedin
bands parallel to the girdle plane. The elongated flux inclusions were in
parallel orientation along a veil and pointed towards the c-axis which indicates that this was the major growing direction of the crystal. Inclusions of a similar type were present in the smaller stone which also contained three large phenacite prisms measuring0.35X0.15 mm. The refractive indices of the blue-greenstone were higher than the yellow-green
stone even though the density of the former was perceptibly lower
(Tables 1 and 2). These observations agree well with those of Liddicoat
(1964) who shows photographs of typical inclusions in Gilson emerald
and rough crystals. The rough crystals photographed are tabular with the
basal pinacoids and bounded by hexagonal and dihexagonal prism faces.
They are typical in all respectsof flux emerald grown on basal plane seed
plates. Examples of similar rough and faceted Linde Li-molybdate flux
emerald are shown in Figure 1.
A number of recently produced (1961) Lechleitner emerald overlays of
natural beryl and also fully synthetic emeralds were examined as well as
material of earlier origin (see Holmes and Crowningshield, 1960). The
recent emerald overlays are a much deepergreenth4n the earlier onesand
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are attractive stones.A very high chromium content is indicated by the
high refractive indices and birefringence (Table 1). In one stone the natural beryl contained some hollow tubes about 6prdiameter traversing it,
and orientated along the c-axis. When the stone was immersed in a liquid
of similar refractive index and viewed along the direction of the tubes it
appeared colorlesssince the opposing facets on the crown and pavilion
were approximately parallel to the basal plane and had little or no emerald overgrowth.The basalpinacoid and prism facesare the slowestgrowing for hydrothermal emeraldand any facetson the natural beryl preform
that closelyparallelsthem will receivea comparativelythin layer of emerald which is usually removed during the subsequentsmoothing and
polishing of the facets. The usual presenceof "windows" in the emerald
overlaysis thus not deliberatelydone for easyidentification as supposed
b y G u b e l i n( 1 9 6 1 ) .
Two recentLechleitnerfully synthetic emeraldsweighing0.46 and 0.44
carats were examined and found to be similar in appearanceto the
"wafer-type" Lechleitner emerald describedby Liddicoat (1964).To be
observed internally these emeralds need to be immersed in diluted
bromoform or other convenient liquid of similar refractive index. One
stone consistedof a colorlessseedplate traversing the girdle and had a
very thin deepgreenemeraldlayer on either side,which rapidly faded into
colorlessberyl in the direction away from the seedplate and towards the
table and base of the stone. The other stone showed a somewhat thick
emerald layer but was still characterizedby the gradual fading in color
in the same directions. The refractometer readings of the colorlessberyl
on the table gave the lower values expected for synthetic hydrothermal
beryl (Table 1). The seedplate containedthe same type of inclusionsas
the outermost colorlesslayers and therefore there was no reason to suppose that it was not of similar synthetic origin. We prefer to call this
type of stone a beryl-emerald compositerather than a wafer or interlayer
type, and contrary to the supposition of Liddicoat (1964), believe that
only a single seedplate, which is the central colorlessband, was used for
eachstone.Hydrothermal growth of emeraldwas commencedon the seed
plates but after a short time, probably only a few days, the soluble trivalent chromium source was exhausted, thus preventing any further
Cr3+substitution in the crystal. The crystal continued to grow however,
but as colorlessberyl, its predominant composition.
Both stoneshad the lower pavilion facets cut at anglesless than the
critical angle in order to get a larger stone than ideally possiblefrom a
thin plate. Dichroism is distinct when the stones are vierved through the
table facet, and it is apparentthat the seedplatesused are inclined at an
angle to the crystallographic axes.The orientation of the seedplate and
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the table facet to the crystallographic axesis likely to be a distinguishing
feature between the Lechleitner and Linde hvdrothermal emeralds.
Fluorescenceproperties. Observation of emeralds under ultraviolet light
has often been resorted to as a means of differentiating between natural
and Chatham synthetic emerald (Webster, 1962). Under long-wavelength ultraviolet (3650 A), Chatham synthetic emerald shows a red
fluorescencemuch more intense than any natural stone. As an additional
aid in identification, the dichromatic Chelsea color filter is sometimes
used (WebsLer, 1962). When viewed through this filter, the Chatham
emerald shows a bright red color. Most natural emeraldsshow a dull
deep red color, except those from South Africa and India which remain
green; some Colombian emeraldsfrom the Chivor mine show a red color
similar to that of the Chatham emerald. Webster (1962) suggeststhat
the reason for the stronger fluorescencein synthetic emeralds is their
greater purity and freedom from iron and vanadium which can act as a
fluorescencepoison to dim or suppress the natural fluorescencedue to
chromium.
The fluorescencebehavior of natural and synthetic emeralds under
short- (2537 A) and long- (3650 A) wavelengthultraviolet light is indicated in Table 4. Semiquantitative measurements were made of the
fluorescenceintensity through the Chelseafilter when excited wlth 2537
A ultraviolet radiation. In addition, the color observed when viewed
through the Chelseafilter under tungsten light is shown. Most emeralds
of flux origin show red fluorescentcharacteristicsand a red color through
the Chelseafilter. However, the Gilson emerald fluorescesyellow to olivegreen and shows a dull red color through the Chelseafilter (Liddicoat,
1964; Gubelin, 1964a; Webster, 1964). Liddicoat (1964) suggeststhat
the unique fluorescent characteristics are related to extraneous ions in
the emerald, probably inclusions from the flux. The VzOsflux emerald
from this Laboratory showsno red fluorescence,and no red color through
the Chelsea filter. The vanadium ions incorporated from the flux apparently quench the fluorescence.
The synthetic hydrothermal emerald from this Laboratory shows a
bright red fluorescenceunder long- and short-wavelength ultraviolet
light and a bright red color when viewed through the Chelseafilter under
tungsten light. The intensity is greater than any of the other emeralds
tested, and servesto distinguishit from the other emeralds.The fluorescenceintensity through the Chelseafilter approaches40 percent that of
the strongly fluorescentsynthetic ruby (Table 4).
Chemicalcombositionond,structure. Chemical analvseswere obtained on
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a natural Colombian emerald, a Chatham synthetic, a Lechleitnerfully
synthetic (1962), and two each of hydrothermally grown and flux-grown
synthetic emeralds as reported in this paper. Table 5 contains the results of these analyses.The unit-cell contents were calculated by normalizing to 18 oxygen and are included.
T,rslp 4. Fr.uonrscnNcr BBnevron or Eurneros
Fluorescence

Emerald

behavior

zsstA

3650A
ultraviolet

Fluorescence
intensitythrough
Chelseafilter

ultraviolet
Arbitrary unibr

Color
through
Chelsea
filter,

Visual observation

Colombian emerald, (0 2/p Cr)
Chatham synthetic emerald:
(a) Light green, flawless prism
(b) Dark green, rough
Synthetic hydrothermal emerald
(this laboratory):
(a) Rough,0.7/6 Cr
(b) Faceted, -O.7/o Ct
Li-molybdate fl ux emerald
(this laboratory):
(a) Roush, -037oCr
(b) Faceted, -0.17o Cr
VzOr-flux emerald
(this laboratory), O.4-O.8/6 Cr
Lechleitner:
(a) "Emerita," natural beryl overgrown with synthetic emerald
(b) Fullv synthetic emerald (1962)
(c) Beryl-emerald "wafer"conposite
(1964)
Gilson emeralda
Zerlass emerald{
Synthetic ruby, 0.03la Cr

Bright Red
Deep Red

Low
scale

High
scale

<2

n.d.

No Red

8

39
n.d

Bright Red
Dull Red
Bright Red

Bright Red

19-30 76-120
42-82
25
Dull Red

Dull red

+

None
Pale Red to Red Pale Red to
Bright Red
None
Bdsht Red
Yellow to Olive Yellow to Orange
to Olive Green
Green
Red
Red
Brilliant Red

o

n.d.
22

0

n.d.

8

11

n.d.

7-10

No Red
Red
Red
Bright Red
Dull Red

n.d.

Bright Red
270-300 Brilliant Red

r Semiquantitative measurementsby Mr. L. G. Dowell of this Laboratory. Excited uith 253?A. ultraviolet
radiation, filtered with Chelseafilter, detected with photomultiplier tube.
z Illuminated with tungsten light in most cases.
3 Liddicoat (1964); Gubelin (1964); \4rebster(1964); and this Laboratory.
I Gubelin (1964).

A model of the beryl structure is shown in Figure 8, showing the hexagonal Si6ors-12rings bonded bv means of beryllium in tetrahedral coordination and aluminum in octahedral coordination. The channelsalong
the c-axis can be noted. The idealized formula for beryl is BerAlzSioOra.
Bakakin and Belov (1962) presented a comprehensive review of the
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crystal chemistry of beryl and proposedrules for the order of filling of the
four crystallographicsites as representedbelow:
|

(ni"g, Tetrahedral)6

Group III

Group II

Group I
Ors

|

(octahedral):

|

(Tetrahedral)r ll

Channel

In the ideal structure Group I is filled with Si, Group II with Al and
Group III with Be ions. Chromium in emerald substitutesin Group II.

Frc. 8. Model of the crystal structure of beryl Stacking of hexagonal SioOrerings is
shown. Oxygen ions are represented by the grev balls. White balls show aluminum ions in
octahedral sites. Sma1l dark balls are the Be+ ions in tetrahedral sites. Channels formed by
the hexagonal rings are evident,

The channel

accommodates

water

molecules

and alkali

and alkaline

earth

ions if present. Using the ruies proposed by Bakakin and Belov (the
reader is referredto their paper for details), the calculatedunit cell contents were distributed among the cation sites.These data are shown in
Table 6. An excessof beryilium ion over that required to fill Group III
is noted in the caseof all but one of the hydrothermal and flux emeralds
grown in this Laboratory. In one of the synthetichydrothermal emeralds,
the excessrequired beryllium substitution in all three groups.Similarly,
an excessof Be or Si over that required to fill all three groupsis observed
and assignedto the channel following the filling rules. The order of mag-
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nitude of the Si excessis within experimentalerror of the analyses,but
the beryllium seemsto be above that value. Since severalof the other
emeraldsanalyzedby the sametechniquesand analystsdid not show excessBe or Si, we cannot readily ascribethe discrepancyto analytical error. The coordination of the beryllium ion on the wall of the channel
could be favorable. The beryllium ion may be present as an included
hydroxylated species.The phenaciteand other inclusionspresent in the
synthetic emeralds,particularly in the caseof the flux grown where their
concentration is significant, could also affect the analyses, resulting in
h i g h v a l u e so f B e o r S i .
X-ray difiractometer traces were essentiallythe same for the natural
Taer-n 6. Unrr-Cnrr,

CouposrrroNs ol EuBnelos

Colombian Emeruld (O27o Cr)

Arrnn Ba.xmtN ANo Br:r,ovl

oflNac' 0 59H'o
o*lsiu oolaL.rc.o.olBe,
eosio
(iron not determined)

Synthetic hydrothermal emerald (1.0716 Cr)
Synthetic hydrothermal emerald (0 3516 Cr)
Li-molybdate flux emerald (O 187o Cr)
Vz Oo flux emerald (0 24/6 Cr)
Chatham emerald (0 8/6 Cr)
Lechleitner fully synthetic emerald (1962) (0.87o Cr)
t Bakakin and Belov (1962).Order of occupiedsites:
o*l {ni"c, Tetrahedral)ol(octahedrat)rl(Tetrahedral)al]channel
All analysesfrom this Laboratory; normalized to 18 O's.

Colombian emerald, the hydrothermally grown, and the flux grown
synthetic emeralds.
Infrored. spectra. Infrared spectra were obtained for the hydrothermal
and flux emeralds grown in this Laboratory, a Colombian emerald' and
a Brazilian aquamarine. The spectra were recorded from 650 to 4000
cm-l on powdered samples (average particle size( 10p) using a KBr
wafer technique and Perkin-Elmer Model 2l and Beckman Model IR-4
spectrophotometerswith NaCl optics. Care was taken to exclude any
water pick-up during the preparation of the KBr wafer. The ground
emerald sampleswere dried at 180oCto remove any surface water as
was the KBr powder. The spectrawere found to be essentiallyidentical
in the 600 to 1500 cm-1 region. A typical spectrum of the synthetic hydrothermal emerald is shown in Figure 9. Bands with maxima at 681,
742, 809,965, 1013 and 1212 cm-1 are observed and are in essential
agreementwith the literature values for beryl, aquamarineand natural
emerald (Plyusnina, 1963, 1964; Plyusnina and Bokii, 1958; Saksena,
1961; Pfund, 1945). Variations are observedin the 1500 to 4000 cm-]
region in bands associated with hydroxyl groups. Spectra in the 3000

llNvlllwsNvdr
Fro. 9. Infrared

spectrum of synthetic hydrothermal

emerald from 600 to 1500 cm-l.
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to 4000 cm-1 region are shown in Figure 10. Those of hydrothermal
origin, the synthetic hydrothermal, Colombian emerald and Brazilian
aquamarine, show a sharp band at 3690 cm-r and a broad band at 3420
cm-1. In addition to these bands the natural aquamarine and emerald
exhibit a sharp band at 3580 cm-1 and a broader band at 1630cm-r (not
shown) which are absent in the synthetic hydrothermal emerald. The
flux emeraldsgrown from VzOsand Li-molybdate show only the broad
band at 3420 cm-1. The 3420 cm-1 band presentin all spectrais believed
to be extraneousto the sample and related to water pick-up by the KBr
during samplepreparation despiteprecautionsto prevent it. The intensity of the 3420 cm-1 band could not be correlated with emerald concentration in the wafer, and was found to vary randomly with duplicate
sample preparations.
In order to verify the spectral differencesreported above, additional
infrared spectrawere obtained later on a Perkin-Elmer Model 621 High
Resolution Grating Spectrometer with Fluorolube mulls of the same
ground and dried (200"C) samplesof two synthetic hydrothermal emeralds, and the natural Colombian emerald.This techniqueeliminatedthe
presumed extraneous3420 cm-1 band and gave the spectra shown in
Figure 11. Sharp OH stretch bands at 3696 cm-1 and 3595 cm-1 are observedin the Colombian emerald,and a singlesharp band at 3699 cm-l
in the two synthetic hydrothermal emeralds,essentiallyduplicating the
resultsfrom the earlier spectra.An additional weak broad band at 3655
cm-1 is observed in the Colombian emerald. In the water deformation
region near 1600 cm-1, the Colombian emerald shows sharp bands at
1630cm-1 and 1600cm-1 in the intensity ratio of abofi 4/l.In the same
region the two synthetic hydrothermal emeralds showed only a broad
very low intensity hump. All three emeralds showed a significant band
at 1545 cm-l with no definite assignmentl it may be an overtone or combination frequency.
Determination of the infrared spectra in the 1500 to 4000 cm-l region
therefore may be a useful method for identifying the origin of an emerald.
The absenceof absorption peaks in the 1600-1650 cm-1 and 3500-3700
cm-r serve to identify flux emeralds. Emeralds of hydrothermal origin,
natural and synthetic, show one or more OH absorption bands. Based on
the present data, the synthetic hydrothermal emerald can be distinguishedfrom natural Colombian emerald by the absenceof bands near
3600 and 1600 cm-r. A more extensive selection of specimensof known
origin needsto be examined to verify the distinction between natural and
synthetic hydrothermal emeralds, and to judge the usefulnessof this
technique.
The assignment of OH frequencies observed in emeralds and other
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beryl analogues requires some further clarification. Bands near 3600'
3700 and 1600 cm-1 in natural beryl and aquamarine have been observed
by most investigators (Matossi and Bronder, 1938; Lyon and Kinsey,
1942; Wickersheim and Buchanan, 1959; Saksena, 1961). Lyon and
Kinsey (1942) attribute both the 3598 and 3690 cm-l bands to OH
stretch frequenciesof monomeric water in the beryl channel.Boutin el
al (1964, 1965) studied the OH in beryl by means of neutron inelastic
scattering and Par6 and Ducros (1964) by nuclear magnetic resonance
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techniques. Their results are also consistent with monomeric water
moleculesin the channel. Par6 and Ducros find no evidenceof structural
OH. On the other hand, Matossi and Bronder (1938),and Wickersheim
and Buchanan (1959, 1965) suggestthe presenceof hydroxyl groups in
addition to water. The hydroxyl groups can be alkali or alkaline earth
hydroxides lying lengthwise in the beryl channel as first suggestedby
the latter authors, or hydroxyl ions substituted for oxygensin the silicate
ring as suggestedby Warner et al (1959) and recently by Wickersheim
and Buchanan (1965). Proton magnetic resonancestudies by Sugitani
et aI (1966) indicate the existence of two kinds of protons in a natural
beryl, one a molecular form of water in the channel, and the other a
hydroxyl ion replacing 02- ion in the lattice with the proton-proton line
of the water parallel to the c-axis of the crystal. The present data do not
resolve the difficulty in interpretation of OH frequencies.The presenceof
the sharp 3699 cm-r band and absenceof any significant 1600 to 1630
cm-l deformation band of water in the synthetic hydrothermal emerald
suggestsan assignment to a cation-hydroxyl group. The cation must be
one of the framework ions, since there are no alkali or other alkaline
earth ions in the synthetic emerald. The 3696 cm-1 band could alternatively arise from alkali or alkaline earth hydroxide in the natural
aquamarine and emerald. The assignmentof the 3595 cm-1, and 1600
and 1630 cm-l, to the stretching and deformation frequenciesrespectively for water seemsmost reasonable.Akhma\ova, et al (1963) report
an absorption band at 1400-1470 cm-1 due to hydroxyl groups at the
vertices of XO+ tetrahedra in a large number of silicate structures, e.g.
garnet. There was no evidence of bands in the 1400-1470cm-l region in
emeralds or aquamarine in the present work, although the framework
cation-hydroxyl assignment of the 3699 cm-l band in the synthetic
hydrothermal emerald might be expectedto show the 1400 cm-1 band of
Akhmanova.
DrscussroN eNo Concrusrolrs
The properties of emeralds define the nature of their origin, natural,
synthetic fluxmelt or synthetic hydrothermal. Those characteristic of
each type of emerald are summarized in Table 7. Synthetic emeralds
crystallized from molten fluxes can be identified most readily by their
low refractive indices (1.56-1.57),birefringence(0.003-{.005),and density (2.65-2.67). Other definitive characteristicsare: wisp-or veil-like
two-phase inclusions containing solidified flux and a gas bubble, the
refractive index of the glass or crystallized flux inclusion being appreciably higher than that of emeraldl an infrared spectrum free of any
hydroxyl group absorption in the 4000 to 1600 cm-1 region. Synthetic
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hydrothermal emeralds have higher refractive indices (1.57 1.58),
birefringence(0.005-0.006),and density (2.67-2.69);exhibit bright red
fluorescenceunder ultraviolet light; show a bright red residual color
through the Chelseafilter; contain two-phaseinclusions,often elongated,
of liquid and gas, the refractive index of the liquid being close to that of
water; exhibit at least one infrared absorption band in the OH stretch
frequency region of 3600 to 3700 cm-l. Although many of the properties
of natural emeralds are close to those of the synthetic hydrothermal
emeralds (e.g.refractive index, birefringenceand density), some of the
Tasln

7. CnanlcrBnrsrrc

Pnopnnrms ol EltBnetosl
Synthetic emeralds

Natural emeralds
Flux-melt
Refractive

index range

Birefringence
Specific gravity
Fluorescence (UV)
Short, 2.537 A
Long, 3650 A
Residual

color through

Chelsea filter
Inclusions

and micro-

s!ructures

Infrared Spectrum

1.57 159
0 005-0.007
2 68 -2.77
None to distinct red

156-157
0 003 0 005
2 65 2.67
Variable, dependson flux.
None, yellow to green,
or dull red to bright red.
None, to bright red
Usually bright red; var(rare).
ies with flux to no red
2-and3-phaseinclusions, Wisp-orveiJJike2-phase
gas, liquid, salt crystal
solidified
inclusions,
Inclusions of actinolite,
flux and gas; phenacite
possibly
mica,orpyritecrystals
inclusions;
seed plate discontinuitv
OH bands (Three OH No OH bands
bands in region of 3700
cm-t, 3600 cm-r and
1600cm-r)2

Hydrothermal
157-158
0 005-0 006
2 67 -2 69
Bright red

Bright red
2-phase inclusions, liquid
gasi occasional
and
phenacite
inclusions;
possiblyseerlplatediscontinuity
OH band (Sinsle OH band
near 3700cm-l) 2

t Data from this Laboratory and Holmes and Crowningshield (1960).
z Tentative conclusion, require'-"verification with other specimensof known origin of natural and synthetic
hydrothermal emeralds. However, any emerald of hydrothermal origin would be expectedto contain OH groups
(q'ater and/or hydroxyl) giving rise to OH bands in the infrared region ol 4000 cm-l to 1500cm-1.

following distinctions may serve to identify them: dull to no red fluorescence under ultraviolet light and dull red color through the Chelsea
filter with certain exceptions; more than one infrared absorption band
due to hydroxyl groups in the 1500 cm-1 to 4000 cm-r region (needs
verification). The most valuable property for positively identifying
natural emeralds still remains the nature of the inclusions, e.g., the
presenceof crystal inclusions such as actinolite, mica and pyrite, and of
three-phaseinclusions(gas,Iiquid, salt crystal). The minor element content and distribution may also serve to distinguish an emerald of natural
origin from one of synthetic origin. No study of this point was made in
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this work,l but in generalsynthetic emeraldsshould have a smallernumber of minor elements and a distribution different from that of natural
emeralds.
Based on the characteristics described here and in the literature and
the criteria developed above, all of the known synthetic emeralds produced in reasonable size and frequency over the last several decades,
can be classified as flux-melt grown: Igmerald, Chatham, Gilson and
Zerfass.The new hydrothermal emerald reported here from this Laboratory appears to be the only available synthetic emerald grown hydrothermally. Based on literature reports, the Nacken emerald would
also be classifiedas hydrothermal. The Emerita synthetic emeraldoverlay on natural beryl and the beryl-emerald wafer compositeof Lechleitner
are of hydrothermal origin but cannot be properly classifiedas emeralds.
The development of a hydrothermal process to produce large emeralds has resulted in crystals with optical quality and color superior to
any fluxmelt grown emeralds and comparable to the finest first grade
gemstonesfrom Colombia or the Ural Mountains. The excellent quality
is inherent of hydrothermally grown crystals. Previously, hydrothermal
crystal growth techniqueshad only been applied to simple oxide systems
such as SiO2 (quartz), Alror (ruby, sapphire), and ZnO to produce
crystals of any reasonablesize and quantity. A successfulhydrothermal
processfor growth of large emerald crystals encouragesthe extensionof
of hydrothermal techniques into the realm of complex oxides which are
difficult to grow by fusion methods and which may be of potential interestfor use as gemstonesand solid state materials.
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